Quantitative determination of wool in textile by near-infrared spectroscopy and multivariate models.
The wool content in textiles is a key quality index and the corresponding quantitative analysis takes an important position due to common adulterations in both raw and finished textiles. Conventional methods are maybe complicated, destructive, time-consuming, environment-unfriendly. Developing a quick, easy-to-use and green alternative method is interesting. The work focuses on exploring the feasibility of combining near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy and several partial least squares (PLS)-based algorithms and elastic component regression (ECR) algorithms for measuring wool content in textile. A total of 108 cloth samples with wool content ranging from 0% to 100% (w/w) were collected and all the compositions are really existent in the market. The dataset was divided equally into the training and test sets for developing and validating calibration models. When using local PLS, the original spectrum axis was split into 20 sub-intervals. No obvious difference of performance can be seen for the local PLS models. The ECR model is comparable or superior to the other models due its flexibility, i.e., being transition state from PCR to PLS. It seems that ECR combined with NIR technique may be a potential method for determining wool content in textile products. In addition, it might have regulatory advantages to avoid time-consuming and environmental-unfriendly chemical analysis.